[Usefulness of fine needle aspiration cytology in the diagnosis of prostate cancer].
The efficacy of aspiration cytology, using Franzen method and echo-guided aspiration for prostate cancer was examined to 102 patients under saddle-block anesthesia in urological clinic of Chiba University Hospital. Between 1990 and 1993, 77 cases out of 102 patients were diagnosed histologically as prostate cancer by needle biopsy and 90% of them were coincidental with findings of aspiration cytology. Looking at histological grades, well differenciated cancer was shown to yield low positivity compared with moderately and poorly differentiated cancer. Positive rate showed similar when grade of specimens from needle biopsy was classified with Gleason pattern. Neither T category nor method of aspiration between Franzen and echo-guided methods influenced positive rate of aspiration cytology. On aspiration cytology, its grading revealed 60% of coincidence with that obtained by histological method. When counting more than 300 scattered cells, 90% of coincidence was achieved with histological grading. It is concluded that aspiration cytology is efficient for diagnosis of prostate cancer.